
How to Annotate and how to draft a 
Summary  

Much of the following is adapted from Reading and Writing Across the Curriculum and Anne Greenwood’s 
Website. 
 

 

Read this page in conjunction with the handouts on paraphrasing and on using quotations.  

Annotation:  
1. Read the material.  
2. While re-reading the material, annotate it. 

Annotating requires writing on the reading material. If you cannot bring yourself to do this, 
photocopy the material so that you can happily scrawl all over it. 

Note the author’s paragraphing. If you can identify one or two topic sentences in each paragraph, 
this will help you to determine the stages of thought (often it helps to underline or highlight the 
topic sentences as you reread).  

Label the each paragraph in the margins. To create a label, come up with a word or short phrase 
that will remind you of the sub-topic covered this paragraph. Make sure that this phrase is short 
enough to be useful but also conveys the author’s topic and perhaps indicates the author’s 
opinion or argument concerning the sub-topic. If there are key terms or phrases that you will want 
to find later or that seem important, I suggest circling these.  

In addition to labeling the subtopics, I also recommend labeling the purpose of the paragraph or 
it's function in the essay (i.e. does it offer examples, does it introduce, does it argue for something 
or against something, does it offer statistics or does it compare two things).  

3. Then begin to divide the written material into stages of thought.  

Survey the annotated material. Notice areas where a topic progresses through more than one 
paragraph (some stages of thought will be composed of multiple paragraphs while others will only 
exist in one). Also note where the author remains on a sub-topic for several paragraphs but 
changes his or her approach to the topic. I suggest drawing long brackets { along paragraphs that 
appear to form a stage of thought.  

As you are determining what paragraphs go together, notice areas that seem to give extensive 
examples or other kinds of support for the author’s assertions. I suggest labeling these in a way 
that describes the examples. For example, writing “examples of 5 hairless primates” in the margin 
would describe a section of writing supporting the claim that hairless primates exist. In addition, it 
can be helpful to note in the margins whether or not a writer supports his or her points though the 
use of a comparison or analogy or other strategy.  
For writing papers that require that you evaluate the material in any way (not necessary for the 
summary assignment but for later assignments in this course), also note where the support 
seems weak, where the reasoning is flawed, and briefly why either of these is the case in the 
margins of the material. In addition indicate where the writer makes a strong case and highlight 
the evidence and reasoning that appears convincing.  

At this point make sure to note any areas of the material that are still unclear or about which you 
have questions. I suggest that instead of just marking huge questions marks in the margins, you 
write down the questions somewhere with references to the pages and the questions marks you 
have written in the margins. Then bring these questions to class, and ask them in a brave and 
loud voice during class discussions (or in a soft voice after class).  

4. Ok, after all that marginalia is in place, combine your annotation with any notes you have from class to 
write one-sentence summaries of each stage of thought in the written material. It is best if these 
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summaries attempt to convey the author’s thoughts in your own words. Often these stages will appear in 
the order of the original, but at times the order of the original need to be changed so that similar concepts 
can be grouped together or so that ideas appear in a logical order. 
5. Identify the thesis. Now, look back over the one-sentence summaries and your class notes. What is 
the thesis or main idea of this written material? What is its main message? Write one or two sentences 
that capture that thesis.  
6. Determine the purpose. What is the purpose of this piece of writing? Does it seek to persuade or 
argue a point? Does is describe a process, thing or event? Write down the purpose in the form of a verb if 
possible (or more than one verb if appropriate). What is the material trying to do? To convince? To 
analyze? To advocate? To debunk? 

7. Revise the sentence describing the main message or thesis so that it integrates the verb describing its 
purpose. This may require more than one sentence – that’s fine.  
If you are using annotation to prepare for class or to study, stop at this point having identified the main 
points, the kinds of support, and the thesis. Review and make sure that you understand and can define 
any key terms.  
If you are using annotation to write a summary, proceed.  
Beginning a Summary: 
1. In drafting a summary, you may find it useful to integrate the author’s name and the title of the work 
into these sentences that reveal the thesis and the purpose of the written material. This sentence or 
sentences will provide a foundation for the introductory paragraph. Remember that the introduction of a 
summary does not replicate the introduction of the written material it covers; instead, it offers a general 
description of the material, states its thesis and its purpose, and may set up the sequence of major points 
from the original source that will be covered in the summary.  
2. Now, proceed to your one-sentence summaries of the stages of thought. Do these begin to fit together 
into potential paragraphs? (If you are writing a Summary-Critique, do the points begin to fit into one 
paragraph?) Try grouping some of the stages together and providing sentences that explain the 
relationship between the stages. In addition, as you are showing your reader the main ideas of the written 
material, include descriptions of the author’s support (for a summary these should be given in a neutral 
objective manner--- in later papers, we will begin to evaluate the quality of this support). It may be helpful 
if there is space to show your readers some representative examples of the support used by the author of 
the material. This is an excellent opportunity to integrate some quotations from the original source.  
3. Look to see if there are any key terms that you will need to be included in the summary and defined for 
your reader. Include these where appropriate in your growing paragraph(s).  
4. Finally, look back over the article to see if there are any places where the author uses particularly 
memorable or appropriate phrasing—places that reveal the author’s tone or voice, perhaps. Try to 
incorporate some of these phrases in to the summary in the form of quotations. In presenting a summary, 
it is helpful to give your readers a taste of the original material, adding authenticity and believability to 
your depiction of the original.  
5. Check your summary and see if you can include some descriptions of the original argument. This is 
where you should return to any notes you have made to yourself concerning the purpose of paragraphs 
or sections of the paper. Can the author be described as arguing for something? As denouncing 
something? As supporting his or her point in a particular way? Include these descriptive elements by 
changing verbs or adding and revising sentences to give your reader a taste of the purpose behind the 
original.  
6. Look over the summary and make sure that you have referenced the author appropriately. Remember 
that when paraphrasing a source, it is still necessary to include signal phrases and the author's last name 
on occasion to remind the reader that you are relating someone else's ideas. In a summary, all of the 
ideas will, of course, belong to someone else. To avoid becoming repetitive, try to indicate that these are 
the author's views every third sentence or more, but vary the ways that you refer to him or her.  
7. At this point, you have arrived at the first draft of the summary. Whew. There are still many other 
revision steps in front of you, but this is the first and greatest hurdle. Now you must take a break. If you 
have time, put the paper away to look at tomorrow. If you do not have that kind of time (shame on you), 
get up and walk around the room, get a snack, go outside, wash your hair, whatever. TAKE A BREAK. 
You need this break in order to get the intended paper (what you meant to say) out of your head so that 
you can clearly see the actual paper (what you actually wrote down).  
When you are ready to pick up your paper again, begin general revision of the paper.  


